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Objective/Learning Target: 
I can distinguish between physical and chemical changes.



Bellwork

1. Read this article over physical changes 
2. Watch this video over chemical change 
3. Answer these questions on a seperate piece of paper.

a. How do I know it’s a physical property? 
b. How do I know it’s a chemical change?
c. What’s an example of a physical property?
d. What’s an example of a chemical change?

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Ed-L8PxtFUMYwSwgLd0pv0oqnpoqUpaN/view?usp=sharing
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=37pir0ej_SE


Today

1. Watch this Bill Nye video over chemical reactions!  
2. Complete this worksheet as you watch! Check your answers on 

the last slide after you’ve completed it.
3. Complete this Quizizz as a review before moving on for today.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RNoX8YY9Im4
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_RgZIfiUo2V41_U64MYwWHygWHa3X5rO/view?usp=sharing
https://quizizz.com/join/quiz/5d8aa71f81a89a001a22cffd/start


Compare and Contrast Foldable

1. Take a piece of paper and lay it landscape/ hotdog style and fold the two sides inwards 
till they meet in the middle, like you are making a set of double doors. 

2. Once you have it folded on the front of both sides that you just folded you will write 
the terms “physical change” and “chemical change” one on each side. Underneath 
where you wrote those two terms draw a picture of that particular change. (see 
example on next slide)

3. On the inside of the folds you will write the terms again (physical and chemical 
change) and then write the definition and an example underneath it. 

4. In the middle of the inside you will make a bullseye venn diagram (pictured in the 
picture on the right on the next slide) where in the outer circles you will put the 
differences and on the inside you will put the similarities. 

5. You can not use my example as your own.  



Compare and Contrast Foldable



Answers

1. Bellwork Answers
a. Physical Properties are observable.
b. Chemical Change happens when two things are put together to form a new 

substance.
c. Example of physical property would be anything that we can use our senses for 

and can be observed. I can see that it is yellow. I feel that it is hot. Etc.
d. Example of chemical change is baking a cake. 

2. Bill Nye answers 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1J3HyC9lqmAsOOAWHmVGpRIfpP0fBRqyG/view?usp=sharing

